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Settling Devices
By Robert G. Kenel,
Reprinted from the GLLCA Spring 2021 Newsletter
As log builders we all are familiar with settling in log
structures. Doing consulting and Project Managing,
(PM) I continue to address settling issues in structures that have caused or will cause settling problems
for the owners of such structures. In this article I will
help explain settling devices and where to find the information needed to build these engineered devices.
You see I mentioned “engineered” in the previous
sentence. That is because it is in the ICC Log Standards that all settling devices SHALL be engineered
for point load. Including calculations for loads, such
as floor, roof and even snow loads. Over the years
I have inspected many of these devices that have
failed or failing. Including the screw shafts bending,
support plates cupping and under size nuts some
even without washers. Plates too small and not correct thickness. The omission of proper engineering
for the correct point loads get very costly to repair,
especially after the structure is completely finished. It
also becomes a big responsibility for the log builder.
An Architect designs an plan but a structural engineer must calculate and design the settling devices.
Most designers will have a sentence on the plan
that states something to the effect, Plans need to be
checked by an engineer. Do not think this relieves
you from liability and legal action. Engineering cost
is passed to the client to get an engineer’s STAMP
on three sets of plans. One for builder, one client,
and one for inspection officials.
Once you get the specs on the device it must be
built or welded by a certified welder, as the welds
must hold up. I have seen poor welds; some the weld
did not penetrate the shafts or plates. Another thing
to address is proper blocking under the point load
of the device. Many a time I have seen devices over
engineered floor joists. You already know what I’ve
seen. Bowed, clasped and broken joists. If blocking is
needed where there is no support, you need to create
one. It maybe going all the way to pouring a footing
to carry the loads. I have had situations where the
owner signs off on the engineer requirement that
does not work as a builder, you still carry the liability
as a professional in the industry.

A typical settling device (screw jack).

Where to find the Standards and the requirements for settling devices: The GLLCA supports the ICC 400 Log Standards. Although may
not be used in every state or local municipality.
Remember, if it ever goes to legal action the ICC
is the document that is most widely referred to
and used in the legal system. In the ICC 400
Log Standard book, Section 304 Provisions For
Settling In Log Structures. Next 304.3 sub title
Accommodating Settling. Next 304.3.3 Settling
Devices. After reading you should clearly have
the knowledge to understand that settling devices
SHALL be calculated and engineered for point
loads. Working on the 2022 updates for the
IS-400 the sub section 304.3.3 will have some
additions and will be up for public comments on
the ICC web page.

See Screw Jacks Online!

April Sales!
SALE!

Rustic
Natural

X-100 Deck Stain protects new, faded, dense,
NatureBlend Deck has benefits of soap and
SALE!
water cleanup, V.O.C. compliancy, and the drying and
and seasoned pressure-treated, cedar, redwood and
penetration characteristics of an oil; all in a one-coat
other hardwood decking lumber. It enables the natuapplication! Use on decks, railings, fences, docks, gazeral wood grain to show through. In the case of an
bos, and outdoor wood furniture. It is a mildew resistant,
old deck (more than 3 years old), the wood grain has
water repellent coating for treated and untreated wood.
had an opportunity to be exposed to general weathApplication Temp: 50˚-80˚ F. Coverage:
ering conditions that naturally open its pores. X-100 Deck Stain
Up to 300 sq. ft. per gallon. Cleanup:
has been recommended for use on such surfaces, as the first and
Soap & water. Do not freeze. Made in
the USA. 1 gal. $42.00 $37.80 only step (resealing every 2-4 years as necessary). Application Temp:
Apply above 50° F. Coverage: 200-400 sq. ft. per gal. Cleanup:
Rustic
Rustic
Cedar
Brown
Order Online
Mineral spirits or dish detergent & water. Made in the USA.

SALE!

WR-5 Wood Stain
A good choice for those looking for a semi-transparent
finish that is comparable to what many call the “Old
Forestry Mixture”. Good for high-humidity areas and
fences, decks, railings, shakes, shingles, and outdoor
furniture. Application Temp: 50°-80° F. Coverage: 200400 sq. ft. per gal. Cleanup: Mineral spirits. Made in the USA.
Aspen
Aspen

Cedar
Cedar

Ivory
Ivory

Nantucket Gray
Nantucket Gray

1 gal.

Chestnut
Chestnut

Natural Clear
Natural Clear

Forest Green
Forest Green

Golden Oak
Golden Oak

Honey
Honey

Redwood
Redwood

Saddle Brown
Saddle Brown

Walnut Brown
Walnut Brown

5 gal. pails

Clear

$72.99 $65.69

$339.99 Sale $305.99

Colors

$77.99 $70.19

$349.99 Sale $314.99

Order Online

Prohibited in: AZ (Maricopa County), Canada, CA, CT, DC, DE, IL, IN, MA, ME, MD, NJ, NH, NY, OH, PA,
RI, VT, and the North East corner of Virginia: Counties: Arlington, Fairfax, Loudoun, Prince William, Spotsylvania, and Stafford Cities: Alexandria, Fairfax, Falls Church, Fredericksburg city, Manassas & Manassas Park.

Cabin Brown

Cedar Tone
Brown

Cedar Tone
Gold

Dark Taupe

Golden Honey

1 gal.

5 gal.

Clear

$54.99 $49.49

$269.99 $242.99

Colors

$58.99 $53.09

$279.99 $251.99

Redwood

Warm Redwood

Order Online

LifeTime is Already On Sale!
Take An Additional 10% Off April - October!
Order Online

See More Sale Items Online!

Sapstain Control
SapStain Control is the use of specially formulated
wood treatment products that are used to protect peeled logs
from mold and stain causing fungi. Mold, mildew, and sapstain increase the wood's ability to hold water, thus increasing
chances of decay.
As house logs or timbers are peeled or
sawn, their surfaces are susceptible to
sapstain fungi. Fungi are tiny, threadlike
organisms, which utilize wood, or carbohydrates stored in wood cells, for food.
Besides food, fungi require the presence of
air (oxygen), water and warm temperatures
to survive and grow. These fungi, as they
move through the wood, can leave behind
a colored stain of blue, black, red or brown. It is most commonly
known as Blue Stain.
See More Online

For Homeowners:
We offer Timber-Tec and TM-5 First Treat.

For Contractors:
We offer Timber-Tec, TM-5 First Treat as well as the more heavily
concentrated for industrial use PQ-80 and StaBrite P.

Meet the Staff:
We are happy to welcome Keeley once again
to our team! Keeley has been with us many
years, originally joining in 1996. Eventually
she left to pursue a new career as a medical
transcriptionist and Certified Ophthalmic
Scribe. Now it’s great to have her back at
SLHS. Some other interesting highlights of
her work history are previously working as
a laborer with a log home builder, a janitor, a Christmas tree trimmer/processor, an
exercise instructor, a medical transcriptionist
and a Certified Ophthalmic Scribe.
We are happy Keeley is back in the SLHS
family, and the feeling is mutual. As she says,
“I am so glad to be back! Some places say

with their questions, or doing research to
find out what will work best for them.”

Customer Service Rep:
Keeley Todd

the employees are like family, but it’s really
true at SLHS. I also like helping customers

Keeley’s husband Doug is our longtime IT
and Art Director. They have three grown
children: two in Minnesota and one in
Washington state. They try to visit with
them whenever possible. They’re empty
nesters, but Doug and Keeley do have a
small rescue dog, Pepper, who gets most of
their attention. Keeley also loves reading,
watching birds and wildlife in the backyard.
She is looking forward to yard work and
flower gardening season! She’s a domestic
at heart, so anything to do with working on
their house makes her happy.

Tool talk: Lancelot
Lancelot turns your 4" or 4¼" disc or angle grinder
into a mini chainsaw! Lancelot arbor size must match
grinder arbor size. Chains easily sharpened using a 5/32"
chainsaw file. Two chain sizes: 14 teeth for rapid
wood removal; 22 teeth for quick, clean cuts with a
finer finish. For faster sawing and grinding, use the
Universal Nut and stack two 5/8" size discs together to
double the cutting width. Made in the USA.
Number
T114-45814
T114-45822
T114-47814
T114-47822

Arbor Size

Grinder Size

5/8"

4” - 4.5”

7/8"

4.5” Only

Replacement Chain (14 teeth) T114-40014 $25.50
Replacement Chain (22 teeth) T114-40022 $25.50
Universal Nut (for 5/8" arbor) T114-13750 $10.99

Teeth

Price

14

SALE!

22
14

$50.99
$38.99

22
Order Online

Some Things the Lancelot Can Do:
Plunge Cuts For Rough Carving: This is the easiest of all the cuts to
execute. Holding the disc grinder and Lancelot in the vertical position
with the end of the blade about 2 -3’ above the wood, press downwards
into the wood and use slight pressure on the handle to cut deeper. Lift out
of the wood and down again next to the first cut, repeating this movement until completed. Using this motion constantly with cuts close to
each other will result in rapid wood removal leaving ridged surfaces at the
bottom which you can smooth out using the side to side or raker cuts.
Sideway Cuts: Hold Lancelot above the wood in a vertical position,
handle straight up. Switch the grinder on and tilt it slightly to the left.
The handle will be on the right of the blade at about 80° to 85°. Sweep
lightly from left to right, left to right about three to four times in the
same place across the surface of the wood so that you get the cut started.
Then start sweeping left to right, right to left in a continuous motion

from side to side. This will allow you to go deeper into the wood with
each pass and give you an arched design.
Cutting Upwards In A Curved Surface: If you’re into free form bowl
carving, this is a great cut to shape the inside of bowls. You must already
have removed a lot of the center and see a rough shape to the sides. This
technique can be used in conjunction with raking and side to side cuts.
Looking at the inside of the bowl, hold the disc grinder in the raking
position. Pick a starting point at the base of the inside of the bowl. Brace
and balance yourself as you gently but firmly push upwards and away from
your body toward the top of the wood. Use a smooth controlled motion.
Continue this action to shape the inside of the bowl. It will result in rapid
wood removal and smooth shaping, taking off light layers at a time.
Feathering: Using a gentle touch, you can move across the surface
of the wood in any direction using repetitive side to side or up and
down motions. Whether you want to shape the sides or top, hold
the grinder in the vertical or horizontal position to gently feather
small sections at a time. You will find this technique extremely useful
toward to the end of your power carving for final shaping and detailing. Always remember to use a very light feather touch – Lancelot can
be unforgiving if you make a mistake.
Notching: Let’s say you want to make a notch in a 2×4. You can free
form cut it out if you like or pencil mark the notch. Do a short vertical cut across the top, again pulling Lancelot toward your waist and
down to the required depth. Then make a horizontal cut into the side
of the wood. This simple process is great for small notches, however,
if the length is longer than 11/4", make several vertical cuts, the first
one being the butt end followed by a series of side by side vertical
cuts. You can finish the notch with either a side to side or raker cut.
The other method is to make a series of vertical cuts about 1" apart
followed by a combination of horizontal and side to side cuts. You can
also use the raking cut to finish.
See More Online

“For still there are so many things that I have
never seen: in every wood in every spring
there is a different green.”
- J. R. R. Tolkien
CALENDAR
Good Friday		
April 15th
Memorial Day		
May 30th
Independence Day (Observed) July 4th

Offices Closed
Offices Closed
Offices Closed

Perma-Chink Prices
Increased April 1st

Bee-Gone
Protect your home with BEE Gone® Insecticide Concentrate for control against Carpenter Bees and other wooddestroying insects like Bark Beetles and Carpenter Ants. Also
use for Spiders, Ticks, Wasps, and many other insects! Guard
against those damaging and destructive outdoor pests with
an EPA registered pyrethroid insecticide. Around your home
and residential outbuildings, it effectively controls carpenter
bees and other wood-destroying insects. For easy spray application, it also mixes with water. 8 oz. bottle mixes with a 5 gallon pail of
water to spray with a garden pump sprayer. See Directions for full details.

•
•
•
•
•
•

EPA registered and effective pyrethroid insecticide.
Controls carpenter bees and wood-destroying insects.
Works as a perimeter treatment for outdoor pests around residential buildings.
Can be easily mixed with water for spraying.
Designed for wooden structural surfaces on home’s exterior.
For outdoor homeowner use only.
8 oz bottle P097-BEEGONE $36.99
(Mix with 5 gallons of Water)
Cannot be sold or shipped to New York State

Flex-Tint Transformation
Log & Timber Now Available!
Find Out More

Hope To See You There!

Great Lakes Log Crafters Assoc.
2022 Annual Meeting & Conference
May 13-14, 2022 Ontonagon, MI

(612) 590-7133 info@gllca.org www.gllca.org

International Log Builders’ Assoc.
2022 Conference & Member Meeting
Zoom - April 30, 2022 @ 12pm EST

info@logassociation.org www.logassociation.org

To Place An Order:
Call Toll Free: 1-800-359-6614 or order online:
www.loghelp.com Fax Toll Free: 1-800-755-3249

Schroeder Log Home Supply, Inc.
1101 SE 7th Ave Grand Rapids, MN 55744

Business Hours:
May - Oct: Weekdays 8:00 - 4:30 p.m. CST (Saturdays by appointment).
Nov - April: Weekdays 8:00 - 4:30 p.m. CST (Closed Saturdays).
If traveling long distances - Please Call Ahead

Order Online

Insect Shield® Crew Socks
These socks feature EPA-registered Insect Shield
technology to effectively repel mosquitoes, ticks,
ants, flies, chiggers, and midges (no-see-ums). Insect
Shield binds a proprietary permethrin formula tightly
to fabric fibers and provides odorless insect protection
that lasts through 70 washings. A cushioned sole ensures
comfort, and the socks are made of 76% combed cotton,
21% nylon, and 3% Lycra®. Two-pair pack. Color: White.

Medium Size 7-10 fits women’s shoe sizes 5.5-9.5 and men’s shoe sizes 7-10.
Large Size 10-13 fits women’s shoe sizes 10-12 and men’s shoe sizes 10-13.
Order Online

Item Number

Size

Price

T165-19062

Medium 7-10

$16.19

T165-19063

Large 10-13

$16.19

Restoration Special
We are often asked how to restore
rotten logs. We suggest The Log Home
Maintenance Guide. It reveals tips
and tricks for using wood epoxies for
log home restoration. To help you get
started with your restoration project,
we offer a 15% Discount off
The Log Home Maintenance Guide
when you buy any wood epoxy products like LiquidWood, WoodEpox, M-Balm, E-Wood, or
the Wood Restoration Kit and this book. If you call in your
order, just ask for the “Restoration Special”. If you order
online, your discount will be applied after we receive your
order. Offer good for one book per order.

